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1, INTRODUCTION

Ths possible existence of an island of stability in the
region of superheavy nuclei was predicted earlier than a decade ago /1,2/. Theoretical works devoted to this subject, show that
such an island of stability may be associated with the doubly
298
closed shell nucleus
114 /3,4/. Calculations of ground state
masses and potential energies for nuclei in the vicinity of the
298
114 nucleus support the existence

of superheavy

spherical

nuclei having a different from zero fission barrier. Although the
values of the fission barrier height depend on the single-particle
level schemes used in the calculations it was shown that the
theory predicts relatively stable nuclei against spontaneous
fission in the considered region /3,4/.
Much experimental work has been performed in order to
put into evidence the existence of superheavy nuclei in the nature as studies of lead glass from old cathedrals, manganese
modules from the bottom of the ocean, water from hot springs meteorites or moon rocks

or to produce them in the laboratory, by

complete fusion of two nuclei and by multinucleon transfer

in

deep inelastic collisions of two heavy nuclei. All these methods
are looking for some half-llfes of new nuclides in the considered
mass region, but up to now no direct evidence has beer obtained
/5,6/.
Ir. Ine present paper a semi empirical method is proposed
which offers an Indirect proof of the increased stability of the
superheavy nuclei.
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The main idea is the following. The complete fusion processes in
heavy ion interactions are limited by the dynamical effects

in

the entrance channel and by the stability conditions of the
formed compound nucleus /7/, Therefore the critical angular momentum may be assigned either to dynamical effects (let us call
it £

(dyn)) or to the stability of the rotating compound

nucleus, namely the one for which the fission barrier vanishes
(let us call it

I

(B. * 0)). In the usual case of nuclei with
cr t
masses up to 200 and lower excitation energies, Jt tdyn) <
cr
l (B- » 0) so that complete fusion limitations arise only from
cr f
^
'
dynamical effects in the extranee channel. On the contrary, in
the case of heavy nuclei, of high fissility, * cp (dyn)> A r (B f -0)
and the complete fusion is limited due to the inability of the
compound nucleus to take over angular momenta higher than

the

critical one. By comparing the measured cross sections with the
calculated ones for transformium nuclei, we can determine critical angular momenta for which the corresponding fission barriers vanish. In this way we obtain an indication on the stability of the involved nuclei because more larger is this critical angular momentum more stable is the nucleus.
Starting from this idea we have analyzed various systems
of heavy ions leading to compound nuclei in the transfers!urn
region and extracted the critical angular momenta I

(B~ - 0 ) .
cr f

We obtained larger values of * c r ( B , - 0) for superheavy nuclei
(Z • 110-112) than for the heavy ones (Z • 102-107) what

in-

dicates a relatively higher fission stability for these nuclei.
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2. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA, RESULTS
The experimental data used in the analysis include
complete fusion cross sections and evaporation cross sections
measured in Berkeley /8.9.10/ and Dubna /11,12,13,14/. The computer code OVERLAID ALICE /15/ was used to perform the calculations. Complete fusion cross sections are calculated with
the following relation i
I

crCF

-

2

irk

I

(2**1)T£

(1)

where X is the reduced wavelength, and T. is the transmission
coefficient corresponding to the t

partial wave. The transmis-

sion coefficients were calculated in the approximation of the
parabolic method /16/. The sum in eq,(1) ends up to the critical
angular momentum

I

, which is determined by comparing the
cr

calculated cross sections with the measured ones, The critical
angular momentum determined on the basis of dynamical considerations using the Bass method /17/

was found to lead to cross

section v ilues larger than the experimental cross sections.
Then the critical angular momentum was determined so as to realize a good agreement between theory and experiment.
The evaporation cross sections are calculated within
the code ALICE in the frame of the statistical model, the fission competition being given by the Bohr-Wheeler expression.
The ratio of the fissicn to total width for a compound nucleus
excitation sn<3rgy E

and angular momentum 3 is given by the

following expression /18/ :

r,cn
~
P tot*,->1'

E»-E . CJ)-B
.
mm
v
-1
(" 2 V
^
\
- N N* /
V Z -3 (Ç)U€p(E*-E . (3)-B -6)d€\
L \)-n,p,0
*- -. >»
min
v
J (2)
J\ v v

where
3p

c

M « ir -fi2

p(E • -E

\

(J) - K) dK

f3)

sp

p(E) - E " 2 sxp(2 /kT)

(4)

Here E mi.n (3) represents the energy
°J of the nuclear

ro-

tating liquid drop in its stable configuration at angular momentum

3

and

E

(J) the energy of the saddle-point configu-

ration and are calculated within the liquid drop model with
pairing and shell effects. K is the kinetic energy of the fragments and

g the energy of the emitted particle v. The

level

density parameter a was taken equal to A/8, Compound nucleus
decay by neutron, proton and alpha particle emission and fission
is calculated for each partial wave in the entrance channel so
that the calculation can be stoped in order to achieve agreement
with experiment, The angular momentum in exit channel is treated
approximately assuming that each evaporated particle carries

a

constant amount of angular momentum namely 2f\, 3fi and 10 -h" for
the case of neutrons, protons and a-particles respectively,
Care must be taken in the choice of the parameters introduced in calculations as mors as for the nuclei Involved
there is not much experimental information, In order to establish
a consistent set of parameters we have analyzed the existing experimental data, as shown in earlier papers /7,19/, Particularly,

the parameters defining the nuclear potential entering in the
calculation of the transmission coefficients were chosen so as
to reproduce the complete fusion excitation function and the
threshold energy. They are in good agreement with the parameters
obtained in Oubna /20/. The ratio of the level density parameters
for the saddle point configuration and the residual nucleus
after the emission of a particle (a./a )

has a large influence

on the cross section values /19/.
By comparing calculated to measured cross sections we
concluded that

s

a_/a

1 achieves the best fit. It is interest-

ing to remark that the same situation appears in the case of
heavy ion reactions involving nuclei in other mass regions /21/.
Following this procedure we have analyzed data of complete fusion cross sections

238

and

238

U • 4 0 Ar

-

U • 4 0 ' 4 4 Ca

278

-

for the following systems :

110 /10/ , 2 3 2 Th • 48 Ca -

276

280

110 /12/ ,

' 2fl2 112 /12/. Evaporation cross

section data of the following systems were also analyzed :
205

T1 • 50 Ti -

255

103 /13/

203

T1 • 50 Ti -

253

103 /13/ ,

20;

Pb • 4 8 Ca -

255

102 /14/

208

Pb • 48 Ca -

256

102 /14/ ,

208

Pb •

50

258

104 /11/

209 Bi

°8Pb •

51

207pb , S1V

2

206

Ti *
V

*

259

105 /13/

Pb • 5 1 V

-

257

105 /13/

209

Bi

•

•

50

54

T i •*•
„

Cr >

259

105 /13/ i

258105

263

/ 1 3 /

§

107 / 1 3 / ,

'completed XuA-ton CAOAA «ec&on 5o* thz involvid nuclzi ate
estimated ne*etf/10»»f£44<ton CA<M* 4ec<£ion4, because ^44xon
atfle* tfca-ion *ep*e4en*4 thi ptedomlna.nt mtchanlim.

-

208

Pb • 55 Mn

*

263

107 /13/

6

and

248

Cm • 48 Ca *

296

1 1 6 /8,9/ .

The obtained critical angular momenta are given in
Fig,1 versus the atomic number of the compound nucleus.. An interesting case represent the reactions leading to the same com259
263
pound nuclei

105

and

107 , As the critical angular mo-

mentum is determined by the stability conditions of the compound
nucleus, its value must be independent on the entrance channel,
as far as close regions of the

E' - J plane are reached in

both reactions. It happens indeed so, as one can see in Fig,1,
this fact supporting our method. We remark the J -values
cr

for

the element 103 which are much differing in the case of the two
studied isotopes : 253 and 255. This fact could be explained by
the stabilizing effect of the N • 152 subshell, which was already put into evidence by the systematics of the widths for
spontaneous fission /11/, Much larger J -values are obtained
cr
for the elements

110 and 112, indicating an increased stability

of these nuclei against spontaneous fission. In fact, a theoretical calculation of the fission barrier variation with angular
29B
momentum shows that in the case of the
114 nucleus the fission barrier has still a height of 1 MeV for an angular momentum
as large as bO -h /22/,
3, CONCLUSIONS
The critical angular momenta for which the fission
barrier is vanishing have been determined for various transfermium nuclei on the basis of an analysis of available measured cross sections, Of course, the employed method is disputable because of the approximations introduced in the calculations and also the problem of the choice of the parameters.

-
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The use of a consistent set of parameters, with no free para
meters through calculations assures the reliability of the me
thod, which was also checked by comparing the results for dif
ferent systems which lead to the same compound nucleus.
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